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Abstract. Image transmission has evolved as an important research branch in multimedia broadcasting
communication systems in the last few decades. This paper is devoted to the transmission of encrypted
images over Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Encryption is carried out with
both Baker and logistic maps, while a chaotic Baker map interleaving approach is used to increase the
immunity to noise and fading over the communication channel. Linear equalization is utilized in this paper as
a tool to enhance the communication system performance. Simulation results show that image transmission
over wireless channels using the proposed chaotic encryption and interleaving techniques is much more
immune to noise and fading. .
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1. Introduction
Due to Internet growth, multimedia content such as image, video, and audio signals can be easily
transmitted from a contentprovider to a consumer. This gives a huge impact for development of
entertainment industry,multimedia, and E-commerce, which rely on the Internet. Thus, to prevent multimedia
content from an unauthorized user, security plays a significant role for content protection. In the past few
years, encryption has become a major tool for securing multimedia content. Since 1990s, an increasing
attention has been devoted to theusage of chaotic functions to implement the encryption process. Many
researchers have noticed that there exists a tightrelationship between chaos and cryptography. Many
properties of chaotic systems have their correspondingcounterparts in traditional cryptosystems. A
comparison between chaos and cryptography properties can be found in[1]. Two general ways to design
digital chaotic ciphers are using chaotic systems to generate a pseudo-random key stream, which is used to
mask the plaintext, and the use of the plaintext and/or the secret key(s) asthe initial conditions and/or control
parameters, iterating/counter iterating chaotic systems multiple times to obtain the cipher text. The first way
corresponds to stream ciphers and the second to block ciphers. In our study, we combine both ways to get a
more secure encryption. From the analysis, the chaotic-based encryption schemes consist of two main
operations; the key stream generation and the encryption operation. The advantages of a chaotic-based image
encryption are the easiness of implementation,the faster encryption speed and the strength against attacks [2].
Many image encryption schemes based on chaotic maps have been proposed [3-5]. However, most of them
use 1-D chaotic maps, which has security weaknesses [6].
Recently, Elbakay et al. have presented a 2-D chaotic Baker map encryption algorithm with a study for
the efficiency of this algorithm for image encryption [7]. The results in [7] have shown that the chaotic Baker
map has achieved a great success in the image communication over OFDM and MC-CDMA systems. This
success was attributed to the permutation nature of the Baker map. In this paper, a modified approach for
image encryption is adopted. This approach is based on the utilization of the 2-D Baker map and an XOR
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process witth a logisticc map to chhange the nature of enccryption from just a peermutation process
p
to a
permutationn and maskinng process inn order to enhhance the seccurity. A com
mparison studdy between the
t proposedd
approach, Baker
B
map, annd logistic map
m encryptioon is presentted.
The prooposed approoach is used for efficiennt image com
mmunication over a fadinng channel with
w OFDM..
The effect of
o channel eqqualization iss investigateed in this pap
per. The rest ofthis paperr is organized
d as follows..
Section 2 suurveys the Baker
B
Map. Section
S
3disccusses the lo
ogistic map.S
Section 4 givves the propo
osed OFDM
M
model. Secttion 5gives thhe simulationn results. Finnally section 6 gives the conclusion.
c

2. Chaottic Backer Map
The Bakker map is a chaotic mapp, which connverts a unit square into itself using a 2-D map. Its
I operationn
is cut in hallf, and the tw
wo halves arre stacked onn one anotheer. The Bakeer map, B, caan be describ
bed with thee
following foormulas:

B ( x, y ) = ( 2 x, y / 2) where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 / 2

(1))

B (x, y ) = ( 2 x − 1, y / 2 + 1 / 2) where 1 / 2 ≤ x ≤ 1

(2))

Indeed, this simplee case of divviding the square
s
into two
t
rectanglles of the saame size is not used inn
randomizatiion. There arre two versions of the chhaotic Bakerr map, in whhich a transffer operator U called thee
secret key is
i used. It iss used for thhe division of
o the Bakerr map. The secret key iis a vector, which
w
has k
elements suuch that the square is diviided into k veertical rectan
ngles as show
wn in Fig (1--a). A discrettized versionn
of this map is shown in Fig (1-b).

2.1. Geneeralized Bakker Map
The Bakker map can be genيerallized as folloows:
1, An N×N
N
square matrix is divvided into k vertical recctangles of height
h
N and with width ni (value off
each elemennt in U wherre n1+n2+…..nk = N).
2, Thesee vertical recctangles shouuld be stretchhed horizontaally by the value
v
of rectaangle height.
3, Thenn, rectangles are stacked to
t have the leeft one in thee bottom andd the right onne on the top..

F 1: The Baaker map for an
Fig.
a 8×8 pixel im
mage using a key
k of (2, 4, 22).
(a) Generralized Baker map. (b) The discretized Baker map.

3. Logistic Mapss
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Pareek et al. proposed an image encryption scheme based on two chaotic logistic maps [8].To make the
cipher more secure against any attack, seven different types of operations have been used to encrypt the
pixels and the secret key is modified after each encryption of the image. A secret key of 80-bits and two
chaotic logistic maps have been employed. The initial conditions for both logistic maps have been derived
using the external secret key by providing differentweights to its bits. In this algorithm, the first logistic map
is used to generate numbers ranging from 1 to 24, which may be repeated. The initial condition of the second
logistic map is modified from the numbers generated by the first logistic map. By modifying the initial
conditions of the second logistic map in this way, its dynamics get further randomized. The procedure of this
image encryption scheme is implemented as follows [8].Step 1:The image encryption process uses a key of
80-bits long.
K =k1k2……k20
(in hexadecimal)
(3)
ki’s are the alphanumeric characters (0-9 and A-F) and each group of two alphanumeric characters
represents a session key. Alternatively, the secret key can be represented in ASCII mode as:
K=K1K2….K10
(in ASCII)
(4)
each Ki represents one 8 bit block of the secret key i.e. session key.
Step 2: Two chaotic logistic maps are employed in this encryption process as follows [8]:
Xn+1 = 3.9999Xn( 1 - Xn)
Yn+1=3.9999Yn(1-Yn)

(5)
(6)

Step 3: In order to calculate the initial condition X0, we chose three blocks of session key i.e. K4,K5,
and K6 and convert them into a binary string as:
(7)
B = K41K42…K48K51K52…K58K61K62…K68
Kij’s are the binary digits (0 or 1) of the ith block of the session key. Next, a real number X01 is
computed using the binary representation as:
X01 = (K41 × 20 + K42 × 21 + … + K48 × 27 + K51 × 28 +K52 × 29 + … + K58 × 215 +
K61×216+K62×217+…+K68×223)/224.
(8)
Furthermore, we compute another real number X02 as follows:
18

X 02 = ∑ (k i ) / 96
i =13

(9)

10

ki’s are parts of the secret key in hexadecimal mode as explained in step.1. Computation of the initial
condition X0 for the logistic map using X01 and X02 is carried out as:
(10)
X0 = (X01 + X02) mod 1
Step 4: By iterating the first logistic map using the initial conditions obtained in Step 3, a sequence of 24
real numbers f1, f2… f24 is generated. The values, which fall in the interval [0.1, 0.9], are considered. The
real number sequence is converted into an integer sequence using the following formula:
(11)
Pk = int (23 × (fk– 0.1) /0.8 + 1)
where k=1,2,…,24.
Step 5: To calculate the initial condition Y0 for the second logistic map, three blocks of session key i.e.
K1K2K3, are selected and converted into a binary string as:
B2=K11K12…K18K21K22...K28K31K32…K38
(12)
Kij’s are the binary digits (0 or 1) of the ith block of the session key. We then convert B2 from binary
form into decimal form as in step 3, then compute a real number Y01 as follows:
(13)
Y01=(B2)10/224
Furthermore, we compute another real number Y02 as follows:
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24

Y02 = (∑ B [ p k ] * 2 k −1 ) / 2 24
k =1

(14)

2

B2 [Pk] denotes the value of pk bit in the binary string B2 i.e.it is either 0 or 1. Now we compute the
initial condition Y0 for the second logistic map using Y01 and Y02 as:
(15)
Y0 = (Y01 + Y02) mod 1
th

Step6: Each pixel of the image is encrypted using an XOR operation with the second logistic map.
C i= I i ⊕ Y

(16)

Step 7: After encryption of the image file, we modify the session keys K1 to K9 as follows:
(1 <i< 9)
(Ki)10 = ((Ki)10 + (K10)10 ) mod 256.

(17)

4. The Proposed OFDM Model
The proposed modifications are based on incorporating an encryption stage at the transmitter and a
frequency-domain equalization stage at the receiver. Fig.2 illustrates these modifications for OFDM system.
The proposed OFDM system model for image transmission consists mainly of 4 stages; Baker map
encryption, an image data formatting stage, a logistic map encryption stage on the binary image data, an
OFDM modulation stage which contains an IFFT process and insertion of Cyclic Prefix (CP) .The block
diagram of the proposed system model is shown in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2:Block diagram of the proposed OFDM system.

Image transmission over the proposed model follows the following steps:
1. The image is transformed into a square M×M matrix.
2. Chaotic Baker map encryption is applied to this square matrix.
3. This matrix is reshaped into a matrix of binary bits on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
4. Logistic maps encryption is applied to this square matrix.
5. An OFDM modulation step is performed on the binary data.
6. At the receiver, the equalization is performed with a frequency-domain equalizer.
7. An OFDM demodulation process is performed.
8. Logistic map decryption is performed.
9. Data are transformed from a binary stream to a square matrix.
10. Chaotic Baker map decryption is applied to this square matrix.
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5. Simullation Ressults
The Peaak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used
u
to measu
ure the qualiity of the recconstructed im
mages at thee
receiver. It is the ratio between
b
the maximum possible
p
pow
wer of a signaal and the poower of corrrupting noisee
nals have a very
v
wide ddynamic rang
ge, PSNR iss
that affects the fidelityy of this signnal. Becausee many sign
ms of the loggarithmic deccibel scale. The
T PSNR iss defined as ffollows:
usually exprressed in term

⎛ (255) 2 ⎞
⎟
PSNR = 10 log10 ⎜
⎜ MSE ⎟
⎠
⎝

(18))

where 255
2 is the maximum
m
posssible pixel value
v
of the image.
i
MSE is the Meann Square Erro
or. For an N
×N monochhrome image, it is definedd as:

∑ [ f (i, j ) − fˆ (i, j )]
MSE =

2

(19)

N2
where f (i, j ) is thee source imagge, and fˆ (i, j ) is the recceived imagge.

To evalluate the perrformance annd efficiencyy of the prop
posed encrypption schemee, the Camerraman imagee
of size 2566×256 is useed. Several simulation
s
exxperiments have
h
been caarried out inn this section
n to test thee
performance of the propposed schem
me. The simuulation enviro
onment is baased on the O
OFDM systeem, in whichh
ulation is thee
each user trransmits BPSK informattion symbolss. The wireleess channel model used in the simu
SUI-3 channnel which iss one of six channel
c
moddels adopted by the IEEE
E 802.16a staandard for ev
valuating thee
performance of broadband wirelesss systems inn the 2–11 GHz
G
band. It
I has three Rayleigh faading taps att
0 0.5 and 1 µs, with relative powerrs of 0 dB, -5 dB, and -10 dB, resppectively. The fading iss
delays of 0,
modelled as quasi-static (unchanging during a block). Thee simulationn parameters are modulaation type iss
BPSK , im
mage size is 256×256 , cyclic prefixx is 20 samp
ples,Transmiitter IFFT siize is M= 256 symbols,,
Fading channnel isSUI-3 channel ,Eqqualization iss ZF and LMMSE and Chhannel estimation is Perfe
fect
For thee encryption purpose, thee variation of
o PSNR off the receivedd image witth the chann
nel Signal too
Noise Ratioo (SNR) has been
b
studiedd and the resuults are show
wn in Fig. (3)) .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3: PSNR
R versus SNR for the receivved Cameramaan image. (a) Without equaalization, (b) w
with ZF equalization and (cc)
with LMMSE
L
equallization.

6. Concllusion
This paaper presenteed an efficiennt image com
mmunication
n scheme with OFDM. T
This scheme adopts bothh
logistic andd Baker mapps for imagee encryption.. A comparison study haas been heldd between th
his proposedd
approach annd traditionall logistic maaps approach. The channeel communiccation impairrments have been
b
studiedd.
Simulation results havee proved thaat the propoosed approacch can achieeve a tradeooff between fidelity andd
security of communicate
c
ed images..
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